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Spark Your Digestion, Safely Cleanse Your Body, and Speed HealingThe Hot Detox Plan unifies
soothing cooking methods, scientific rigor, and Eastern food wisdom to make a revolutionary
breakthrough in ways to fire up your digestive power and cleanse and heal the body.
You’cooking food and dressing your vegetables with essential oil makes their phytonutrients
more bioavailable •warming up your body’ . •warming your meal and drink can significantly
increase the digestibility of a meal and the absorption of vital nutrients •warming spices like
turmeric cleanse the liver and provides been shown to reduce pain as effectively since over-the-
counter medications •ll discover how .using cooking herbs in your cooking food can kill yeast
and negative bacterias that may be the cause of bloating and indigestion •chopping or blending
foods such as for example broccoli can make them more detoxifying • .s core will boost low
immunity, alleviate IBS and chronic pain, balance hormones, and help spur weight lossThe Hot
Detox Program is the sanest and smartest method to cleanse, with easy-to-adhere to 3-, 10- and
21-day programs, proven approaches for crushing cravings, and over 125 delicious and easy-to-
prepare recipes you’ll want to enjoy every day!
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My new Kitchen Bible! Initially, I was a little intimidated by this book and the actual "detox", but
after giving some of the recipes a go this quickly became a kitchen staple! Five Stars Great read!
Actually our 4 year previous eats the foodstuffs and smoothie drinks without complaint! Her
favorite may be the Gell-o! I've recognized that the detox is normally more of a life-style and
you don't need to commit and place all this pressure on yourself over a 21 day meal plan - I've
used the food plans as more of helpful information and it has made meal planning and prepping
very easy. Make sure to try the Hulk Pancakes and 50 Shades of Green Smoothie - such treats!! I
am investing in a second copy to send out to my parents! Enjoy! this book is fantastic! I have a
history of SIBO aswell . Love the recipes!. I use an Ayurvedic practitioner and have an
acupuncturist so I have heard a lot of the information before...with that being said, this book is
fantastic! I have a brief history of SIBO and also candida and the strategies in this publication are
on point.I also like that all the ingredients are no problem finding in my regular store. It makes it
so much easier understanding that I am not carrying it out alone. I"m definitely going to consider
getting Julie Danilek's additional books! Julie created some amazing recipes. This is among the
best books on detox and cleansing I have ever read. Julie offers really done an incredible job
explaining the way the body cleanses and how the food you eat might help or hinder your
health. I love the medical illustrations - they are so useful in understanding what is happening in
my organs.This book makes so much sense and I really benefit from the recipes. The photo
shows the Popular Detox Loaf and Home made marmalade. Folks have actually commented onto
it and wondered the type of skin cream I am using today. I love the detox breads, it is like Lord of
the Rings bread! I'm just feeding on better!". It compliments what I'm already doing properly and
has given me more insight into why these behaviors work. Recommend this book Simply and
powerful recipes to clear out rather than be hungry. I'm excited to finish the ultimate week of
the detox. This has a lot of great info but the recipes take a large amount of time to create, its
not an easy thing for a working mom. I think the book is a great combination of information and
recipes. Healthy food has never tasted so excellent. Julie produced some amazing recipes. I give
this publication 5 stars. Wonderful details! Finally a detox book that makes sense! Once your
kitchen is stocked, you can remake these meals for everyday eating. I'm in my the other day of
the detox and feeling great. The foods make me glow from the within out! Recommend! Julie's
book is the most in depth and easily understandable source of digestive health information
Julie's book may be the most in depth and easily understandable source of digestive health info!
The best part is I've already tried most of the recipes plus they are delicious. It was easy because
there was a lot of food and it had been all really delicious.. Julie's generous spirit and interest
for Well-Being is obvious throughout! Great program.. Great plan. Both are delicious. My
digestion is indeed much better after just 14 days and my pores and skin is unscrambling. Love
the recipes! Best detox This book makes detoxing easy and simple.. The photos are beautiful and
her quality recipes are basic. And I love the free Facebook group where I could share and have
questions within the Scorching Detox Community. Healthy meals has never tasted so good. My
only complaint is the binding gave method (on all three copies I've seen). Feel good and
healthful by cleansing and recovery. Very readable and offers fast turn into a fave of mine for
healthy vibrant eating plans. Great recipes! Cleaning h house- perfect! This has a whole lot of
great info but the recipes take a lot of time . You could find out why you should be consuming
this or that healthy ingredient. Having suffered from IBS and leaky gut, for most of my life, this
detox gave me quick and lasting relief Super Seed Bread Recipe will probably be worth buying
the book! Great information and the recipes are yummy! I just laugh and say, "Nothing! I do use
the optional boosters sometimes and I get those online or from a health grocery. Delicious and



group pleasing even. The recipes are wonderful and the knowledge about the ingredient
benefits is better still. Recommend this book. It's a gift to provide yourself and those you love. I
have been so pleasantly surprised by how comforting, satisfying, and DELICIOUS all the recipes
are.
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